Key value data sets of the form {(x, wx)} where wx > 0 are prevalent. Common queries over such data are segment f -statistics Q(f, H) = x∈H f (wx), specified for a segment H of the keys and a function f . Different choices of f correspond to count, sum, moments, capping, and threshold statistics. 2015 Third IEEE Workshop on Hot Topics in Web Systems and Technologies 978-1-4673-9688-2/15 $31.00
When the data set is large, we can compute a smaller sample from which we can quickly estimate statistics. A weighted sample of keys taken with respect to f (wx) provides estimates with statistically guaranteed quality for f -statistics. Such a sample S (f ) can be used to estimate g-statistics for g = f , but quality degrades with the disparity between g and f . In this paper we address applications that require quality estimates for a set F of different functions. A naive solution is to compute and work with a different sample S (f ) for each f ∈ F . Instead, this can be achieved more effectively and seamlessly using a single multiobjective sample S (F ) of a much smaller size.
We review multi-objective sampling schemes and place them in our context of estimating f -statistics. We show that a multiobjective sample for F provides quality estimates for any f that is a positive linear combination of functions from F . We then establish a surprising and powerful result when the target set M is all monotone non-decreasing functions, noting that M includes most natural statistics. We provide efficient multiobjective sampling algorithms for M and show that a sample size of k ln n (where n is the number of active keys) provides the same estimation quality, for any f ∈ M , as a dedicated weighted sample of size k for f .
I. INTRODUCTION
Random sampling is a powerful tool for working with very large data sets. Exact computation of even simple statistics over large data can be time and resource consuming. Instead, we can use a small sample of the data, from which, approximate answers can be computed efficiently.
We consider data that is represented as a set of key value pairs {(x, w x )}, where keys are from some universe x ∈ X and w x > 0. We are interested in segment f -statistics, which have the general form Q(f, H) = x∈H f (w x ), where the function f ≥ 0 satisfies f (0) ≡ 0, and H ⊂ X is a segment of the key universe. Keys that do not explicitly occur in the data set are defined to have w x = 0. Examples of such data sets are IP flow keys and bytes, where segments may correspond to a combination of certain ports, sources, or destinations, and users and activity, where segments specify demographics or location of users.
Examples of common statistics are count (f (x) = 1 for x > 0), sum (f (x) = x), threshold for T > 0 (Thresh T (x) = 1 for x ≥ T and Thresh T = 0 otherwise), moment for p > 0 (f (x) = x p ), and capping for T > 0 (cap T = min{T, x}).
Example I. 1 . Consider a toy data set D: (u1, 5), (u3, 100), (u10, 23), (u12, 7), (u17, 1), (u24, 5), (u31, 220), (u42, 19 When the data is very large, it is useful to compute a small sample of the data from which we can obtain estimateŝ Q(f, H) of different statistics. Classic weighted sampling schemes, such as Poisson Probability Proportional to Size (pps) [20] , VarOpt [3] , [7] , and the bottom-k schemes [17] , [8] , [9] Sequential Poisson (priority) [14] , [11] and PPS without replacement (ppswor) [16] , produce a sample that is optimized for a particular function f . This is achieved by sampling each key x with probability (roughly) proportional to f (w x ). The estimatesQ(g, H) obtained from such a sample are nonnegative and unbiased for all segments and functions g (provided that f (w) > 0 when g(w) > 0). For f statistics Q(f, H), the estimates also have statistical guarantees on quality: The error, measured by the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean), is at most the inverse of the square root of the size of the sample multiplied by the fraction Q(f, H)/Q(f, X ) of "f weight" that is due to the segment H. We refer to this guarantee as gold standard, since it provides optimal tradeoffs of error and sample size across segments of similar f -weights. When we estimate statistics Q(g, H) for another function g from a sample optimized for f , however, quality guarantees degrade with the dissimilarity between g and f .
Analytics on data, however, typically utilizes a set F of different statistics, such as capping, threshold, or moment functions with different parameters, and we seek statistical guarantees on our estimates quality for the all f ∈ F . A naive solution is to compute multiple samples, one for each objective f ∈ F , and use an appropriate sample for each query. This solution, however, may use a much larger representation than necessary for obtaining the estimation quality we seek. Instead, a multi-objective sample provides estimates with respect to a specified set F of functions and specified statistical guarantees on quality while minimizing the overall size of the sample needed to meet the quality requirements for the different objectives.
Multi-objective samples were defined in [10] (the collocated model) and draw from a vast literature on sample coordination [13] , [2] , [18] , [4] , [17] , [15] . Coordinated samples are a form of locality sensitive hashes of weighted data sets. The samples with respect to different functions are computed using a shared randomization, which makes the samples more similar when the functions are more similar. The multi-objective sample is then defined as the union S (F ) = f ∈F S (f ) of the keys in coordinated weighted samples S (f ) of f ∈ F . The estimatorsQ(f, H) applied to S (F ) utilize the full information in S (F ) , which includes all the dedicated weighted sample S (f ) . Therefore, estimation quality with S (F ) for any statistics is at least as good as when using any one particular S (f ) .
In Section II we review weighted sampling and corresponding estimators, focusing on pps and bottom-k samples. In Section III we review multi-objective pps and bottom-k samples, as presented in [10] , but in our context of f statistics.
In Section IV we establish a fundamental property of multiobjective samples. For a set of objectives F , we define the sampling closure F to be all functions f for which S (F ) provides estimates of the same quality as a weighted sample taken with respect to f . We show that the closure F includes every f that is a non-negative linear combination of functions from F .
In Section V, we consider the family M of all monotone non-decreasing functions. This family includes most natural statistics, such as our examples of count, sum, threshold, moments, and capping. Since M is infinite, it is inefficient to apply a generic multi-objective sampling algorithm to compute S (M ) . We present efficient near-linear sampling schemes for S (M ) which also apply over streamed or distributed data. Moreover, we establish a bound on the sample size of E[|S (M ) |] ≤ k ln n, where n is the number of keys in our data set and k is the reference size of the single-objective samples S (f ) for each f ∈ M . The design is based on a surprising relation to All-Distances Sketches [4] , [5] . Furthermore, we establish that (when key weights are unique), a sample of size Ω(k ln n) is necessary to meet all objectives M . Intuitively, the "hardness" stems from the need to support all threshold functions.
In Section VI we study the set C = {cap T | T > 0} of all capping functions. The closure C includes all concave f ∈ M with at most a linear growth (satisfy f (x) ≤ 1 and f (x) ≤ 0). Since C ⊂ M , the multi-objective sample S (M ) includes S (C) and provides estimates with statistical guarantees for all f ∈ C. The more specialized sample S (C) , however, can be much smaller than S (M ) . We design an efficient algorithm for computing S (C) samples.
Due to the page limitation, many details are deferred to the full version of the paper (http://arxiv.org/abs/1509.07445).
II. WEIGHTED SAMPLING (SINGLE OBJECTIVE)
We describe in more detail weighted sampling schemes that are optimized for statistics with a particular function f . A sample-size parameter k determines a tradeoff point between representation size and estimation quality.
A. Poisson Probability Proportional to Size (pps)
For a parameter k, the pps sample S (f,k) includes each key x independently with probability
Example II.1. The table below shows pps sampling probabilities p (f,k) x (rounded to the nearest hundredth) for keys in our example data set for three functions f (sum, Thresh 10 , and cap 5 ) and k = 3. The number in parenthesis is the total x f (w x ). We can see that sampling probabilities highly vary between functions f . 
B. Bottom-k (order) sampling
Bottom-k sampling unifies priority (sequential Poisson) [14] , [11] and pps without replacement (ppswor) sampling [16] . To obtain a bottom-k sample for f we associate a random value u x ∼ U [0, 1] with each key. To obtain a ppswor sample we use r x ≡ − ln(1 − u x ) and to obtain a priority sample we use r
.
To support estimation, we also retain the threshold, τ (f,k) , which is the (k + 1)st smallest f -seed.
C. Estimators
We can estimate a statistics Q(g, H) from a weighted sample S (f,k) taken with respect to weights f (w x ). We apply inverse probability estimators [12] 
which are always nonnegative and are unbiased when the functions satisfy g(w) > 0 =⇒ f (w) > 0 (which ensures that any key x with g(w x ) > 0 is sampled with positive probability). To apply this estimator, we need to compute p (f,k) x for x ∈ S. To do so with pps samples (1) we include the sum
For bottom-k samples, inclusion probabilities of keys are not readily available. We therefore use the inverse probability estimator (2) with conditional probabilities p
A key x, fixing the randomization u y for all other keys, is
Note that Pr
D. Estimation quality
We measure estimation quality by the coefficient of variation (CV), which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. We can upper bound the CV of our estimates (2) of Q(g, H) in terms of the (expected) sample size k and the relative g-weight of the segment H, defined as
To be able to express a bound on the CV when we estimate a statistics Q(g, H) using a weighted sample taken with respect to f , we define the disparity between f and g as
The disparity always satisfies ρ(f, g) ≥ 1 and we have equality ρ(f, g) = 1 only when g is a scaling of f , that is, equal to g = cf for some c > 0. We obtain the following upper bound:
Theorem II.1. For pps samples and the estimator (2),
For bottom-k samples, we replace k by k − 1.
The proof for ρ = 1 is standard for pps, provided in [4] , [5] for ppswor, and in [19] for priority samples. The proof for ρ ≥ 1 for ppswor is provided in the full version. The proof for pps is simpler, using a subset of the arguments. The proof for priority can be obtained by generalizing [19] .
Moreover, the estimates obtained from these weighted sample are "concentrated" in the Chernoff-Hoefding sense: The probability that the relative error exceeds δ drops exponentially in qkδ 2 (for δ > 1, the drop is exponential in qkδ).
E. Computing the sample
Consider data presented as streamed or distributed elements of the form of key-value pairs (x, w), where x ∈ X and w > 0. The weight w x is defined as 0 for keys that are not in the data.
An important property of our samples (bottom-k or pps) is that they are composable (mergeable). Meaning that a sample of the union of two data sets can be computed from the samples of the data sets. Composability facilitates efficient streamed or distributed computation. The sampling algorithms use a random hash function applied to key x to generate u x -so seed values can be computed on the fly from (x, w x ) and do not need to be stored.
With bottom-k sampling we permit keys x to occur in multiple elements, in which case we define f (w x ) as the maximum f (w) over elements with key x. The sample S(D) of a set D of elements contains the k (unique) keys (x, w x ) with smallest f -seeds and the (k + 1)st smallest f -seed. The sample of the union i D i is obtained from i S(D i ) by first replacing multiple occurrences of a key with the one with largest f (w) and then returning the k keys with smallest fseeds and the (k + 1)th smallest f -seed.
With pps sampling, we require that elements have unique keys. Our sample S(D) includes the total sum s(D) ≡ x∈D f (w x ) and the sampled pairs (x, w x ), which are those with u x ≤ kf (w x )/s(D). The sample of a union {D i } is obtained using the sum s = i s(D i ), and retaining only keys in i S(D i ) that satisfy u x ≤ kf (w x )/s.
III. MULTI-OBJECTIVE SAMPLING
Our objectives are specified as pairs (f, k f ) where f ∈ F is a function and k f specifies a desired estimation quality for f -statistics, stated in terms of the quality provided by a singleobjective sample for f with size parameter k f . To simplify notation, we sometimes omit k f when clear from context. Informally, we consider a shared randomization that makes the dedicated samples for different objectives as similar as possible and define the multi-objective sample S (F ) = f ∈F S (f,k f ) [10] to includes all keys that are included in at least one of the dedicated samples.
A. PPS multi-objective samples
Keys are included independently with probability
that is, the maximum over objectives (f, k f ) of the pps inclusion probability for that objective. To estimate a statistics Q(g, H) from S (F ) , we apply the inverse probability estimator
using the probabilities p (F ) x (4). Since by definition for all keys x and all f ∈ F , p
the variance (and the CV) is at most that of (2) applied to S (f ) . To be able to compute the probabilities, we also include (as auxiliary information with S (F ) ) the sums
B. Bottom-k multi-objective samples
The sample S (F ) is defined with respect to random {u x }. Each dedicated sample S (f,k f ) includes the k f lowest f -seeds, computed using {u x }. S (F ) accordingly includes all keys that have one of the k f lowest f -seeds for at least one f ∈ F .
To estimate statistics Q(g, H) from bottom-k S (F ) , we again apply the inverse probability estimator (5) but here we use the conditional inclusion probability p (F ) x for each key x [10] , which is the probability (over u x ∼ U [0, 1]) of being included in S (F ) , when fixing u y for all y = x to be as in the current sample. Note that p
x are as defined in (3).
In order to compute the probabilities p (F ) x for x ∈ S (F ) , we include with the sample a set Z of auxiliary keys. We always have that Z ∪ S (F ) ⊂ f ∈F S (f,k f +1) , but the set Z can be small or empty. More precisely, for a key x ∈ S (F ) , let g x = arg max f ∈F |x∈S (f ) p (f ) x be the objective with the most forgiving threshold for x. If p (gx) x < 1, let y x be the key with (k + 1) smallest g-seed (otherwise y x is not defined). We have Z = {y x | x ∈ S (F ) } \ S (F ) . Finally, to compute the inclusion probabilities from S (F ) ∪ Z, we first compute for each f ∈ F , τ f , which is the k f + 1 smallest f -seed of keys in S (F ) ∪ Z.
For each x ∈ S (F ) , we then use p
To see that p (F ) x are correctly computed, note that while we can have τ f > τ (f,k f ) for some f ∈ F , our definition of Z ensures that there is equality for f such that there is at least one x where f = g x and p
We can verify that for any f ∈ F and x, for each given conditioning, p
x . Therefore the variance and the CV are at most that of the estimator (2) applied to the bottom-k f sample S (f ) . To summarize, we obtain the following statistical guarantees on estimate quality with multi-objective samples:
Theorem III.1. The inverse-probability estimator applied to a multi-objective pps sample S (F ) has
The estimator applied to a multi-objective bottom-k samples has the same guarantee but with (k f − 1) replacing k f .
C. Sample size and computation
We always have E[|S (F ) |] ≤ f ∈F k f . The worst-case, where the size of S (F ) is the sum of the sizes of the dedicated samples, can materialize, for example, when the functions F are positive on disjoint subsets of the key space. We shall see, however, that it is much smaller in a typical case when functions are more related.
We now consider data presented as elements (x, w x ) with unique keys. Without further assumptions on the structure of the functions F , the computation of S (F ) must apply all functions f ∈ F to all elements, implying a Ω(|F |n) bound on computation. The computation can be performed in O(|F |n + |S (F ) | log k) time by identifying for each f ∈ F , the k keys with smallest f -seed(x).
An important property of multi-objective samples S (F ) is composability. This immediately follows from S (F ) being a union of single-objective samples S (f ) , which are composable. It is not hard to see that this also applies to the auxiliary keys: The set of auxiliary keys in the composed sample must be a subset of sampled and auxiliary keys in the component. Therefore, the sample itself includes all the necessary state for streaming or distributed computation.
IV. THE SAMPLING CLOSURE
We define the sampling closure F of a set of functions F to be the set of all functions f such that for all k and for all H, the estimate of Q(f, H) from S (F,k) has CV of at most 1/ q (f ) (H)(k − 1). To meaningfully define the closure, we assume in this section that all objectives share the same size parameter k and use the notation S (F,k) for the respective multi-objective sample. We show that the closure of F contains all non-negative linear combinations of functions from F .
Proof: We first consider pps samples, where we establish the stronger claim S (F ∪{f },k) = S (F,k) , or equivalently, for all keys x, p (f,k)
For a function g, we use the notation g(X ) = y g(w y ), and recall that p
We first consider f = cg for some g ∈ F . In this case, p
and (6) follows. To complete the proof, it suffices to establish (6) 
g1(X ) for some c ≤ 1. For convenience denote α = g 2 (X )/g 1 (X ). Then we can write
Therefore p
The proof for multi-objective bottom-k samples is more involved, and deferred to the full version. Note that the multiobjective bottom-k sample S (F,k) may not include a bottom-k sample S (f,k) , but it is still possible to bound the CV.
V. THE UNIVERSAL SAMPLE FOR MONOTONE STATISTICS
We now consider the (the infinite set) M of all monotone non-decreasing functions and the objectives (f, k) for all f ∈ M . Remarkably, we show that the multi-objective bottomk sample S (M,k) , which we refer to as the universal monotone sample, can be computed very efficiently. Moreover, it is larger than a single dedicated weighted sample by at most a logarithmic factor in the number of keys: Let Thresh be the set of all threshold functions (recall that Thresh T (x) = 1 if x ≥ T and Thresh T = 0 otherwise). We first study the multi-objective bottom-k sample S (Thresh,k) . We bound the size of the sample and express the inclusion probabilities p (Thresh,k) x for x ∈ S, which are used for estimation. We then establish that S (Thresh,k) = S (M,k) . Proof: Consider the position t(x, T ) of x in an ordering of keys y induced by Thresh T -seed(y). We claim that if for a key y we have Thresh T -seed(x) < Thresh T -seed(y) for some T > 0, this must hold for T = w x . The claim can be established by separately considering w y ≥ w x and w y < w x . The claim implies that t(x, T ) is minimized for T = w x .
We now consider the auxiliary keys Z associated with this sample. Recall that these keys are not technically part of the sample but the information (u x , w x ) for x ∈ Z is needed in order to compute the conditional inclusion probabilities p (Thresh,k) x for x ∈ S. Note that it follows from Lemma V.1 that for all keys x, p
. For a key x, let Y x = {y = x | w y ≥ w x } be the set of keys other than x that have weight that is at least that of x. Let y x be the key with
A key x is included in the sample with probability 1 if y x is not defined (which means it has one of the k largest weights). Otherwise, it is (conditionally) included if and only if u x < u yx . To compute the inclusion probability p (Thresh,k) x from S ∪ Z, we do as follows. If there are k or fewer keys in S ∪ Z with weight that is at most w x , then p (Thresh,k) x = 1 (For correctness, note that in this case all keys with weight ≥ w x would be in S.) Otherwise, observe that y x is the key with (k + 1)th smallest u value in S ∪ Z among all keys y with w y ≤ w x . We compute y x from the sample and use p (Thresh,k) x = u yx . Note that we always have S (Thresh,k) ∪ Z ⊂ S (Thresh,k)+1 and when weights are unique,
The definition of S (Thresh,k) is equivalent to that of an All-Distances Sketch (ADS) computed with respect to weights w x (as inverse distances) [4] , [5] , and we can apply some algorithms and analysis. In particular, we obtain that E[|S (Thresh,k) |] ≤ k ln n and the size is well-concentrated around this expectation. The argument is simple: Consider keys ordered by decreasing weight. The probability that the ith key has one of the k smallest u x values, and thus is a member of S (Thresh,k) is at most min{1, k/i}. Summing the expectations over all keys we obtain n i=1 min{1, k/i} < k ln n. We shall see that the bound is asymptotically tight when weights are unique. With repeated weights, however, the sample size can be much smaller. Proof: Consider f ∈ M and the samples obtained for some fixed randomization u y for all keys y. Suppose that a key x is in the bottom-k sample S (f,k) . By definition, we have that f -seed(x) = r x /f (w x ) is among the k smallest f -seeds of all keys. Therefore, it must be amongst the k smallest fseeds in the set Y of keys with w y ≥ w x . From monotonicity of f , this implies that r x must be one of the k smallest in {r y | y ∈ Y }, which is the same as u x being one of the k smallest in {u y | y ∈ Y }. This implies that x ∈ S (Threshw x ,k) .
A. Estimation quality
The estimator (5) with the conditional inclusion probabilities p (M,k) x generalizes the HIP estimator of [5] to sketches computed for non-unique weights. Theorem III.1 implies that for any f ∈ M and H,
. When weights are unique and we estimate statistics over all keys, we have the tighter bound CV [Q(f, X )] ≤ 1 √ 2k−1 [5] .
B. Computing the sample and inclusion probabilities
The samples (with the auxiliary information) are composable, even when we allow multiple elements to have the same key x and interpret w x to be the maximum weight over elements with key x. To do so, we use a hash function to generate u x consistently for multiple elements with the same key. To compose multiple samples, we take a union of the elements, replace multiple elements with same key with the one of maximum weight, and apply a sampling algorithm to the set of remaining elements. The updated inclusion probabilities can be computed from the composed sample.
Two natural algorithms to compute the sample process the elements either in order of decreasing w x or in order of increasing u x . The sorting requires O(n log n) computation, which dominates the computation (since typically k n). When u x are assigned randomly, we can generate them with a sorted order by u x in O(n) time, enabling a faster O(n+k log k log n) algorithm. (M,k) . The algorithm is correct when applied to any set of n elements that includes S ∪ Z. The algorithm processes keys by order of decreasing weight, breaking ties by increasing u x . We maintain a max-heap H of the k smallest u y values processed so far. When processing a current key x, we include x ∈ S if u x < max(H). If including x, we delete max(H) and insert u x into H. When weights are not unique, we also need to compute Z. To do so, we track the previous max(H), which we call ptau. If the current key x has u x ∈ (max(H), ptau), we include x ∈ Z. We express the inclusion probabilities for x ∈ S as a function p(w) of the weights, noting that all keys with same w x have same p x . The algorithm may overwrite the probabilities when weights are not unique.
C. Lower bound on sample size
We now show that the worst-case factor of ln n on the size of universal monotone sample is in a sense necessary. It suffices to show this for threshold functions: We will use the following lemma which relates estimation quality to sampling probabilities: Proof: Consider a segment of a single key H = {x}. Then q ≡ q (f ) (H) = f (w x )/ y f (w y ). The best nonnegative unbiased sum estimator is the HT estimator: If the key is included with probability p, the CV of the estimate is (1/p − 1) 0.5 . From the requirement (1/p − 1) 0.5 ≤ 1/(qk) 0.5 , we obtain that p ≥ qk qk+1 . We now complete the proof of Theorem V.2. Consider the key x with the ith heaviest weight. Applying Lemma V.3 to x and Thresh wx we obtain that p x ≥ k k+i Summing the sampling probabilities over all keys i ∈ [n] to bound the expected sample size we obtain
VI. THE UNIVERSAL CAPPING SAMPLE
An important strict subset of monotone functions is the set C = {cap T | T > 0} of capping functions. We study the multi-objective bottom-k sample S (C,k) , which we refer to as the universal capping sample.
We show that the sample S (C,k) can be computed in O(n+ k log n log k) computation from any D ⊂ D that is superset of the keys in S (C,k) . We defer the details to the full version.
The sample S (C,k) is contained in S (M,k) , but can be much smaller. In particular, we obtain a bound on |S (C,k) | which does not depend on n:
CONCLUSION
We reviewed multi-objective sampling schemes which provide statistically guaranteed estimation quality for multiple objectives while minimizing the total size of the sample. We study the family M of all monotone non-decreasing functions, which covers most natural summary statistics. We provide efficient multi-objective sampling algorithms for M and show that the sample size is larger by at most a logarithmic factor than needed for a sample optimized for a single function.
In the future we hope to explore multi-objective sampling when the data presentation is unaggregated [1] . In this model, the data has multiple elements with the same key and different weights, and w x is interpreted as the sum of the weights of elements with key x. To sample unaggregated data, we can first aggregate it and then apply sampling schemes designed for aggregated data. Aggregation, however, of streamed or distributed data, requires state (memory or communication) of size proportional to the number of distinct keys. This number can be large, so Instead, we would like to compute a sample without aggregation, using state of size proportional to the sample size. We recently proposed such a sampling framework for capping statistics [6] , which we hope to extend using insights gained in this work.
